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and organ, written by Alberto Nepomuceno. 
By the 1920s, debates about national art, literature, and 

music increased rapidly. On the 13rh, 15°', and 17'" of Febru- 
ary, 1922, during the Semana de Arte Moderna, at the Teatro 
Municipal de Sao Paulo, a group of scholars, artists, musicians, 
and poets symbolically inaugurated modernism in Brazilian 
culture and established the basis for a modern nationalist mu- 
sic. Modernism in Brazilian music extended from 1922 until 
1945, even though there is no consensus about these dates. 
Some scholars agree that modernism had two different mo- 
ments. However, the first phase was characterized by resistance 
to ·the past, especially musical romanticism, sentimentalism 
and the subordination of music to descriptive intentions; the 
second phase addresses the Brazilian reality, essentially cultural 
and aesthetic fundamentals toward a modernist nationalism.2 

Heitor Villa-Lobos took part in the Semana de Arte 
Moderna. His works, however, neither broke with the tradition 
nor were heard as a direct manifestation of avant-garde. 3 In 
fact, he had already tried to write music in a personal way 
before that remarkable occurrence. 

After 1922, he introduced new musical devices in his works. 
A good illustration is a group of twelve pieces 'tided Choros. 
This word means "a street band of players of popular songs," 
but Villa-Lobos extends the name to mean any composition 
"in which the various aspects of Brazilian music, Indian, and 
popular, achieve their synthesis."4 

Villa-Lobos wrote these pieces using and experimenting 
with distinct frameworks, manifested by the use of some themes 
based on native melodies, by references to urban music, and by 
the arrangement of different vocal and instrumental ensembles. 
Two of his Choros include choral parts. Although Choros no. 3, 
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W:STERN music during the last century was 
marked by a large variety of compositional ten- 

encies. Choral music received a new treatment, 
and many composers exploited different aspects of the human 
voice, such as the production of noises and sounds. using 
spokenand sung text. Brazilian choral music has a diversity of 
works that capture the most important conceptions of twenti- 
eth-century music. The purpose of this article is to describe the 
evolution of rwentieth-century Brazilian choral music, focus- 
ing on compositional and stylistic aspects, and on composers 
and their works. 

Brazilian music during the transition to the twentieth cen- 
tury was characterized by musical nationalism. Although the 
composers of this period continued to be essentially academic 
and their ideals were geared to European Romantic and Post- 
Romantic music, including the universal Wagnerian influences, 1 

they were engaged in creating a national musical idiom. Their 
works were based on popular tunes and utilized some patterns 
that _came from urban and rural music. During this time, 
compositions for choir were. not produced as frequently as 
opera and· instrumental music, which dominate the musical 
landscape. However,· composers wrote some secular and sacred 
choral works such as Uyaras (1896) for sopra.l1o, female voices, 
and orchestra, and 0 salutaris bostias (1911) for mixed choir 
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written in 1925, has an interesting vocal This work represents the reaction Villa-Lobos started the process of 
effect produced by the male choir, which of a civilized man to stark nature; emancipation of Brazilian music, synthe- 
repeats syllables extracted from pica-pau his contemplation of the valleys of sizing and unifying, at the same time, 
and pau-brasil using a type of obstinate the Amazon,.and the land of Mato national and universal elements through 

---~r""'hY-Jhm, Ch6muw._lO_includeuunixe..._d __ ~Grosso-andJ.~ara-.-.-.-.-1'.h~ir-musiG----tI1e recurrence of tedinical-devices of _ 
choir that chants a popular melody, Rasga is full of nostalgia and of love; their twentieth-century music. Moreover, one 
o Coracso (Figure 1). His program notes dances are full of rhythm. The Bra- of his most important contributions to 
for this piece suggest that: zilian song Rasga o Coractu: is heard, Brazilian music was in the . educational 

and the Brazilian heart beats in uni- field. In 1932, he directed the Superin- 
son with the Brazilian earth.5 

Figure 1. Villa-Lobos, Choros No. JO, mm. 216-219 (chorus) - Landmark of Brazilian modernism. 
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There is no doubt that the relation- 
ship of Villa-Lobos with anti-democratic 
government during the 1930s has been a 
matter of considerable debate. Indeed, 
many authors have criticized him and have 
considered his choral and educational ac- 
tivities as symbols of a dictatorial state 
because of the principles of brotherhood, 
homogeneity, national pride, civic order, 
and authoritarianism that they reinforced 
and transmitted. 7 Despite his personal and 
political convictions, Villa-Lobos pro- 
duced a large corpus in which choral mu- 
sic occupies a considerable part. His most 
representative choral compositions in- 
clude, among others, Vidapura (1919) for 
chorus and orchestra; Missa Slio Sebastilio 

Villa-Lobos's programme included 
not only initial music instruction in 
primary and technical schools but 
also education on a mass popular 
scale through choral, or 'Orpheonic' 
(originally a cappella) singing, of 
Brazilian music in particular. Such 
'civic exhortations' involved on one 
occasion in 1935 some 30,000 
voices and 1000 band musicians, 
and in 1940, and again in 1943, 
nearer 40,000 singers. The regime's 
patriotism undoubtedly boosted 
Villa-Lobos' own, bur whether he 
truly shared its far-right leanings has 
been a matter of considerable de- 
bate. That he was initially con- 
cerned more with his individual 
career is undisputed. But at the 
same time his music and education 
policy was intentionally taken up as 
instruments of ideology, and he 
himself saw the mass gatherings as 
a powerful tool for inculcating a 
nationalist fervour.6 

tendence of Musical and Artistic Educa- 
tion, the Brazil's official center that.coor-., 
dinated musical and educational activities. 
He developed a complex musical curricu- 
lum accompanied by an extensive method 
of music education based almost exclu- 
sively on choral music. Villa-Lobos com- 
posed a large repertoire using folklore, 
civic melodies, sacred tunes, and also pro- 
moted big choral spectacles that frequently 
occurred in public places, during civic 
exhortations or national festivities. 
Behague says that, 

ChOros no. 10 (1926) for chorus and or- 
chestra; Bendita sabedoria (1958) for 
mixed choir; Magnificat-Alleluia (1958) 
for soloist, chorus, and orchestra; Guia 
prdtico (1932) for children's voices and 
Canto oifeonico (1940, 1950) for equal 
and mixed voices . 

During the 1950s, Brazilian compos-' 
ers learned of Arnold Schoenberg's 
method when they contacted H. J. 
Koellreuter, a German teacher-composer 
who lived in Brazil and "defended twelve- 
tone writing as a technique of composi- 
tion, entirely suitable to the expression of 
national elements in music. "8 Koellreuter 
gained some followers and by 1946, he, 
Claudio Santoro, Cesar Guerra-Peixe, and 
Edino Krieger wrote a manifesto in which 
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at the time. 
Claudio Santoro had different phases 

in his career that demonstrate musical life 
at mid-century. He used dodecaphonic 
techniques between 1939 and 1947; then, 
from 1950 to 1960, his music was na- 
tionalistic; and after 1960 he returned to 
serialisrn.!" The Cantata elegiaca (1970), 
which has improvised choir and instru- 
mental passages, is a good example of his 
last compositional style. 

Jose Siqueira, Waldemar Henrique, and 
Jose Vieira Brandao adopted the style of 
modernist nationalism developed by Villa- 
lobos (Figure 2). They used elements 
from Indigenous, African, and Portuguese 
culture, and from Brazilian urban and 
rural music in their compositions. Other 
composers such as those tied to the Musica 
Viva movement were writing in a differ- 
ent way, emphasizing the scientific, tech- 
nical, and experimental character in vogue 

they affirmed that "national sources 
should be studied and absorbed, not 
quoted. "9 This manifesto established the 
basis for the Musica Viva movement. 
Nevertheless, many composers neither ac- 
cepted nor adopted the fundamentals es- 
tablished by them, and between the 1950s 
and the 1960s choral music was com- 
posed in a diverse context in which ro- 
mantic, impressionist, and nee-classical 
styles coexisted. Some composers such as 
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Figure 2. Brandao, Cussaruim em dais tempos, mm. 7-13 - Based on Amazonian Legend. 
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Northeast.14 
Ernst. Widmer and Lindembergue 

Cardoso composed for accompanied and 
unaccompanied choir. Widmer's most 
representative pieces include: Ceremony 
after a Fire Raid (1962-3) for chorus; 
Wettinger Sternsingerspiel (1968) for cho- 
rus and orchestra; Rumos (1971) for nar- 
rator, chorus, Smetak instruments, 
orchestra, tape, and audience; an oratorio 
Lebendige Steine (1973) for two choruses, 
organ, and percussion; Vento no Canavial 
(1979) for mixed choir; Romanceiro da 
inconfidencia (1984) for unaccompanied 
chorus; and Tropos: Sinfonia IV (1986) 
for solo voices, chorus, and orchestra. 

As for. Lindembergue Cardoso, his 
most important works are: Procissiio das 
carpideiras (1969) for female voices and 
orchestra; Oratorio cenico (1972) for solo 
voices, chorus, and orchestra; Requiem 
(1974) for two mixed choruses and or- 
chestra; Missa ]oao Paulo II na Bahia 
(1980) for mixed chorus, percussion, or- 
gan, and optional orchestra; . Onicd ore 
(1981) for female chorus and orchestra; 
Missa Nordestina (1966) for mixed cho- 
rus; Caleidosc6pio (1975) for mixed choir 
(Figure 3); Chromaphonetikos Opus 58 
(1979) for mixed choir; and 

carefully orchestrated repetltlon of syl- 
lables conveys to the listener either the 
sounds of Coca-Cola or a transposition 
of the sounds, such as cloaca, meaning 
'sewer' in Portuguese."12 

In 1966, the Grupo de Compositores da 
Bahia, formed by Ernst Widmer, Jarnary 
Oliveira, Lindembergue Cardoso, 
Fernando Cerqueira, Walter Smetak, · Ilza 
Nogueira, and Milton Gomesalso stated 
that it was indispensable to be in tune 
with the experimental in order to com- 
pose a true, new music. Essentially, they 
were committed to the contemporary ar- 
tistic world and "under the leadership of 
Widmer, the Bahia group remained quite 
distinctive in the eclecticism ofits mem- 
bers, who stressed individuality rather 
than fashionable trends."13 

Ernst Widmer refused to accept estab- 
lished patterns and was not included in 
any stylistic classification. Tendencies, 
therefore, and not principles, would de- 
fine the intersection of stylistic concep- 
tions that interacted· in his work. 
Furthermore, he accepted being classified 
as a Northeastern composer and not as a 
composer included in the regionalist aes- 
thetic movement, because his music was 
related to the musical traditions of the 

After 1960, new changes occurred in 
Brazilian music. The earliest signs were 
manifested in 1962, when Gilberto 
Mendes, Damiano Cozzella, Willy Correa 
de Oliveira, and Rogerio Duprat pro- 
moted the Festival Musica Nova in Santos 
- Sao Paulo, the first of its kind in Latin 
America. Later, in 1963, composers pub- 
lished a manifesto called Por uma musica 
nova in. which they affirmed their com- 
promise with the contemporary, refusing 
dogmatic and orthodox principles that 
had oriented compositional practices un- 
til that time. They were also aware that 
they were living in a new context, tuned 
with the modern world and oriented to 
the advances in science. Composers were 
encouraged, therefore, to revise and "re- 
cycle" the past, applying it in the contem- 
porary context. 11 

Gilberto Mendes, the most represen- 
tative member of the Mdsica Vi'va move- 
ment, composed Motet em Rt Menor, also 
called Beba Coca-Cola, in 1966 for mixed 
choir. This piece, a sort of anti-advertis- 
ing, based on a concrete poem written by 
Decio Pignatari, is one of Mendes' better- 
known works. It is an interesting compo- 
sition in which "the performers use such 
means as sounds suggesting anger, while 
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Figure 3. Cardoso, Caleidoscopio - Interdeterminacy and graphic notation. 
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Tour With Your Choir 
By the 1970s, Brazilian music was ex- 

tremely diverse. Although many compos- 
ers were not directly involved in the 
movements that had occurred years be- 
fore, their compositions revealed the ac- 
ceptance of current aesthetic and stylistic 
ideals. Some composers such as Ricardo 
Tacuchian and Murillo Mendes in Rio de 
Janeiro; Bruno Kiefer in Rio Grande do 
Sul; Mario Ficarelli, and Almeida Prado 
in Sao Paulo worked in isolation. 

Musica Nova do Brasil Para Coro A 
Cape/a is an important choral collection 
published in Brazil at the beginning of 
the 1980s. It was published by Funarte 
and is formed by the following composi- 
tions: A area de Noe by Ernst Mahle; 
Aleluia by Bruno Kiefer; Ave Maria by 
Claudio Santoro; Belo Belo by Brenno 
Blauth; Belo Belo by Ronaldo Miranda 
(Figure 4); Canfiio de Barco by Ricardo 
Tacuchian; Canedo da Primavera by 

1'----·--Ml:l:fillo-8antos;-Gato/Giranda-(-AQ)-Ghii.o-- 
by Aylton Escobar; Chromaphoneticos op. 
58 by Lindembergue Cardoso; Com som 
sem som by Gilberto Mendes; Cussaruim 
em dais tempos by Jose V. Brandao; Em 
tempo de terra e de boi by Henrique 
Morozowicz; Inuocadio Liturgica by Jaime 
C. Diniz; Na rebancira do md by Sergio 
Correa; 0 morcego by Nestor Cavalcanti; 
Os sinos by Carlos A. P. Fonseca; 0 vento 
no canavial by Ernst Widmer; Passos da 
Paixiio Willy de 0. Correa; Peca Coral no. 
l-M.30 by Emilio Terraza; Poema by 
Mario Ficarelli; Rezafiio by Reginaldo 
Carvalho; Rola Mundo by Fernando 
Cerqueira; Rosa Rosae by Raul do Valle; 
Segredo by Jose Penalva; Topologia do Medo 
by Cirlei de Hollanda; and Tres c!t.nticos de 
amor by Almeida Prado. 

"while the earlier nationalists tried 
to redeem and valorize elements 
from majority communities without 
contacting them, practicing a kind 
of applied archeology, modernist 
composers clearly manifested their 
engagement with the minority 
classes - intellectuals and urban, for 
instance- and promoted a creative 
and compatible research related to 

their cultural experiences without 
refusing suggestions from popular 
traditions that eventually could be 
evoked from their memories."15 

istics of the period, says that, such as visual and corporal arts, and sys- 
tematically recurring musical and non- 
musical resources. Another interesting 
aspect is that conductors also introduced 
arrangements of Brazilian folkloric and 
popular music in their repertoire, a fact 
that stimulated and allowed, by itself, a 
more adequate interpretative treatment, 
especially in the sonorous and gestural 
aspects. Neves, explaining the character- 

Minimalisticamixolidicosaxvox (1988) for 
tenor sax and chorus. 

In terms of choral performance, con- 
ductors, voice teachers, and singers reori- 
ented their activities to attend to the 
demands of the time, because composers 
were exploiting different possibilities of 
the human voice, combining song and 
spoken voice, noises and sounds, as well 
as interacting with other artistic areas, 
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NOTES 
1 Gerard Behague, The Beginnings of Musical 

Nationalism in Brazil (Detroit: Informa- 

These compositions represent the way 
in which composers have been working 
since the 1950s until now. They show 
that Brazilian choral music has been char- 
acterized by the use of the most impor- 
tant twentieth-century compositional 
techniques such as twelve-tone, integral 
serialisrn, and minimalism. In fact, ac- 
cording to Tacuchian, they reveal that 
post-modern composers surpassed the 
conflicts between national versus univer- 
sal; expressed themselves using simplicity 
without populism and communicability 
without cliches, and as valorized and ex- 
ploited texture, timbre, dynamic and spa- 
tial parameters, transforming 
twentieth-century compositional aesthet- 
ics in compositional techniques. 16 

Figure 4. Miranda, Belo Belo, mm. 60-69 - Simplicity without cliche, 
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